Mid West Drought Resilience Interviews with
Broad Acre Farmers
Executive Summary

The Regional Drought Resilience Planning (RDRP) program brings regional organisations, local
government, communities and industry together to prepare for future drought by developing regional
drought resilience plans. The RDRP fits under the 'Better Risk Management' theme of the federal
Future Drought Fund. The Mid West is one of three regions currently developing RDR plans in Western
Australia. NACC NRM, the Department of Primary Industries and Regional Development (DPIRD) and
the Mid West Development Commission are working together to deliver the project.
As part of the Mid West RDRP, we conducted 63 structured interviews with 72 farmers representing 54
farm businesses in the City of Greater Geraldton and the Shires of Chapman Valley and Northampton.
We conducted these interviews in November and December 2021, visiting farmers at their homes and
in their headers during harvest, with the aim of documenting their personal experiences with drought
and the effect that drought has had on them and their families, businesses and communities.
64% of those interviewed
were 40 to 60 years old

Most farmers had
between 11 & 30 years of
agricultural experience

Farm sizes ranged from
1,200 ha to 26,000 ha
43% of farmers had
university degrees.
Farmers in their 20s and 30s
held TAFE certificates and
trades while farmers over
60 high school or WA
College of Agriculture
diplomas as their highest
education level.
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Map shows all farming properties in the region, with those interviewed shaded in yellow
We respectfully acknowledge the Southern Yamatji people who
are the Traditional Owners of this region and pay our respect to
their elders, past, present and emerging.

This program is jointly funded through the Australian
Government’s Future Drought Fund and the Western Australian
Department of Primary Industries and Regional Development.

98% of the farmers we interviewed had experienced the
severe drought in 2006-2007

'How would you define a drought?'

87% of farmers would recognise that they
are in a drought or poor season when
they haven’t had their opening rains or a
crop out of the ground between the end
of May and the start of July.

Droughts are defined by the amount and
timing of rainfall and the extent to which
production is reduced as a result. One farmer
divided the growing season into 3 parts: the
start, middle and end. When rain is received
in all three parts, it is considered a good
season. When rain is only received in two of
these parts, it is a dry season. And when rain
is only received in one part it is a drought.

66% of farmers don't look for any signs of
impending drought or believe that seasonal
weather forecasts will predict that drought
is coming. 30% observe long term forecasts
and other cues, like sea temperatures.

'What happened when you last went through a drought?'
Business and household finances were a
major concern for many farming families,
among the main factors that influenced
decision-making during drought.

85% of farmers have
changed the way they
run their businesses now
due to their experiences
with drought; 30% said
their experiences with
drought made their
business stronger.

'What changes have you made because of drought?'
47% said their community
became smaller, with many
people leaving the area.
23% said that drought brought
their community closer together.

'What would make your community and farming business
better prepared for droughts in future?'
Strong community
with good
infastructure and
services

Supporting community
events

Business
advice/coaching

Up to each
individual to
prepare

Livestock
feed/infastructure
improvements

Government be more in
touch with rural
communities

Experiencing drought is
the only thing that can
prepare you for another
drought

Improved
weather
forecasting

Education &
agricultural
research

Not
sure
Reduce
debt

Government can't/won't
help

Financial support
schemes

Main Findings
Drought has had a lasting impact on the people, businesses and communities within the Mid West. The
mental health and financial toll that the 2006/2007 drought had on the businesses and people in the
region is evident in the way that the farmers we interviewed spoke about their experiences. Despite
this, many farmers noted that past droughts also presented them with an opportunity to make their
businesses stronger and more resilient by learning from their mistakes and making wiser business
decisions. Although communities reduced in size, those that remained became closer and were more
supportive of sharing their failures and successes with their neighbours. The loss of some local farming
businesses during the drought enabled others to expand and prosper. Many of the farmers we
interviewed are actively engaged in planning and preparing for drought, working to lessen the impact
that future droughts, dry seasons and other unpredictable risks have on their businesses.

Priorities
for the RDR
Plan

Farmers in the Mid West identified financial
mechanisms, natural resource management,
community support, better long-term weather
forecasting, improved on-farm infrastructure and
drought resilient farm business planning as the
main investment priorities to support the region's
farming communities through future droughts.

We would like to thank everyone who was involved in these interviews as they were incredibly
generous with their time and knowledge.

